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Project Summary
Climate change projections for more variability in conditions across the seasons will increase the
complexity of management for agriculture. Critical windows in the production season (such as timing of
planting and harvesting) may be less predictable, crops and livestock will be exposed to a greater range
of conditions and extremes and parameters for crop suitability may shift in some areas. Local research,
including evaluation of technologies, practices and production systems will support producers with
management decisions to enhance resilience. Effective sharing of research results and knowledge
transfer is also a high priority for Cariboo producers.
The Applied Adaptation Research Strategic Plan has identified synergies and potential partnerships
between research institutions and producer associations, and will help to coordinate and streamline
dialogue between producers and researchers moving forward. The project activities (e.g. underrepresented stakeholder engagement, the formation of a Scientific Advisory Committee, a literature
review of research needs and priorities, and research project development) have helped develop a
strategy that serves both established producer associations and new groups within the agricultural
sector who have been under serviced due to a lack of industry association connections or various
barriers to typical/previous outreach approaches. Having identified immediate, medium-term and longterm research priorities, the strategy has helped to outline a strong and clear research direction for
CARA.

Project Objectives






Strengthen and formalize linkages with CARA academic partners;
Engage agriculture sector groups in the Cariboo that have not yet been adequately engaged in
CARA;
Refine CARA’s list of research priorities and develop an immediate, medium- and long-term
strategic plan to guide research activity;
Identify the two to three most urgent areas for applied adaptation research in the Cariboo and
develop research teams/plans for two to three projects; and
Strengthen the capacity and cohesion of the CARA Steering Committee.

Under-represented Stakeholder Engagement
In the development of the Cariboo Agricultural Research Alliance (CARA), 32 organizations
and stakeholders have been consulted to date. This broad consultation has been undertaken to ensure
that the initiative is relevant and valuable to the agriculture sector. The CARA Steering Committee
currently has representation from a cross-section of regional and provincial producer associations, from
regional and provincial government, and regional post-secondary institutions. The initial work on the
initiative was wide reaching, although some stakeholder groups are still lacking official
representation, including the South Cariboo region, new entrants, and First Nations communities. As
part of developing a Regional Adaptation Research Strategic Plan, additional engagement of these
groups was intended ensure that the plan would be comprehensive of the sector’s needs and
identify collaborative, cross-commodity research priorities. Project activities were conducted
between December 2018 to September 2019, in order to 1) connect with research community and
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develop a Scientific Advisory Committee, and 2) engage under-represented groups in CARA.

Engaging the Research Community
As CARA seeks to establish itself as a hub of agricultural research and extension in the region, it
is important that it develops a strong network of regional and provincial researchers who are capable
of contributing to current and future projects. The ability to identify expertise and experience in
specific subjects, and connecting them to the identified research needs, will be a key component
of CARA’s activities in the future. The goal of engaging the research community in this project was
to begin to develop this network. The engagement process contributed to developing a comprehensive
network of researchers, in and outside the region, as well as the establishment of a Science Advisory
Committee, that will work with the CARA Steering Committee in implementing the completed
Regional Adaptation Strategic Plan.
Scientific Advisory Committee
A draft Terms of Reference (Appendix 1) was developed and approved by the CARA Steering
Committee (SC). A short-list of committee members was created and a letter requesting
participation in the Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) was distributed accordingly (Appendix 2).
Nine of the twelve committee members were confirmed by September 1, 2019 (Table 1). The first
committee meeting was held on September 9, 2019; business included adopting the Terms of
Reference, progress review of the Regional Adaptation Research Strategic Plan, and input into the
Focus Group sessions to be held in October 2019.
Table 1. Cariboo Agricultural Research Alliance Scientific Advisory Committee 2019
Representative
Association
David Zirnhelt
Chair, CARA
Dr. John Church
Thompson Rivers University
Dr. David Connell
University of Northern BC
Steve Storch
College of New Caledonia
Samantha Charlton
BC Food and Agriculture Climate Action Initiative
Nicole Pressey
BC Ministry of Agriculture
Dr. John Janmaat
BC Agriculture Climate Adaptation Research Network
Rob Borsato
Kersley Farmers' Institute
Vacant
Cariboo Cattlemen's Association
Mike Doherty
BC Sheep Federation
Wylie Bystead
Cariboo-Central Interior Poultry Producers Association
Serena Black
CARA Coordinator
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Researcher Network Development
A list of researchers was developed with input from the CARA Steering Committee (Table 2).
Researchers were solicited to provide their areas of expertise and interests related to agriculture, such
that it can be documented for future outreach and partnership building. The focus of this aspect of the
project was to identify regional research resources. The BC Agricultural Climate Adaptation Research
Network (BC ACARN) is developing a membership of agriculture researchers throughout the province.
Rather than duplicate such efforts, the BC ACARN representative on the SAC will help identify experts
within their network who have relevant expertise. Researchers identified on the regional contact list
were invited to participate in the two focus groups to help initiate project development and build
research teams.
Table 2. Researchers Working in the Cariboo Region.
Name
Affiliation
Allen Dobb
Allen Dobb Consulting

Expertise
Silvopasture; Forage Systems; Range
Management; Wildfire Recovery

Dr. Lisa Zabek

BC Ministry of Agriculture

Agroforestry: Silvopasture, Non-timber Forest
Resources

Dr. Annie Booth

University of Northern BC

Local Food Systems; First Nation Engagement

Dr. Bill McGill

University of Northern BC

Soil Biochemistry; Forage and Grazing
Systems; Reclamation and Remediation;

Dr. Catherine Tarasoff
Dr. Chris Opio
Dr. David Connell

AgroWest Consulting
University of Northern BC
University of Northern BC

Jennifer Catherall
Dr. John Church
Dr. Lauchlan Fraser
Dr. Michael Rutherford
Dr. Steve Helle
Dr. George Powell

Serena Black
Sorin Pasca
Teena Sellers

Invasive Plant Management; Forages
Agroforestry
Agriculture Land Policy; Farmers Markets;
Local Food Systems
College of New Caledonia
Horticulture
Thompson Rivers University
Cattle Health; Drone Technology
Thompson Rivers University
Grassland Ecosystems; Grazing Management;
Silvopasture
University of Northern BC
Soil Biology; Soil Nutrient Management
(Wood Ash and BioChar)
University of Northern BC
Bioenergy Crops
Independent Consultant,
Agri-Environmental Research and
AgForInsight.com
Development; Agroforestry; Integrated
Resource Management
Industrial Forestry Service Ltd Grain & Forage Systems; Plant Physiology &
Breeding; Soil Health
College of New Caledonia
Container Greenhouse Systems
Private Consultant
First Nations Researcher
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Engaging Under-represented Stakeholders
First Nations Engagement
Background
Initial engagement with representatives of the First Nations throughout the Cariboo Regional District
was completed during the Cariboo Regional Agricultural Research Alliance/Organization project,
including individual conversations and some formal presentations. The follow-up engagement process
focused on re-introducing CARA, its objectives and its accomplishments to date to each community, and
gather input for the Adaptation Research Strategic Plan. The goal of the additional outreach was to build
more contacts and trust within First Nation communities, but due to the limited scope of the project, a
full engagement was not feasible.
The appropriate approach to the next stage of engagement was discussed as a Steering Committee
throughout 2018-2019 meetings. A focused meeting on First Nation engagement strategies for the
region was conducted mid-February of 2019, between CARA, Ministry of Agriculture and the North
Cariboo Agriculture Development Advisory Committee. Based on this meeting, it is proposed that the
consultants on the project should focus on engaging the individual bands that are known to have a
strong interest in agriculture and who have expressed direct interest in the past.
Methods
An updated list of Chief and Council and referral staff for all First Nations in the region was developed by
Emily Watson (Senior Advisor, First Nations Relations, FLNRORD), and provided to both the Chair and
Coordinator of CARA. Table 3 outlines the individual bands identified as having specifically expressed
interest in agricultural activities. A letter of introduction (Appendix 3) and request for follow-up
conversations was sent to the Chief and Council, as well as the referral staff. Where possible, an
introduction to CARA and the project was made by SC members and other agriculture leaders in the
region with each band, so that context is provided prior to them receiving the letter. Known existing
interests and initiatives related to these bands were recorded as a way to open these conversations
regarding collaborative research and extension activities.
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Table 3. First Nation Bands within the Cariboo Regional District who have expressed an agricultural
interest in the past, agricultural stakeholders with existing relationships to these bands, and known
area(s) of agricultural interest.
Known Area of Interest
Existing Point of Contact
Tŝilhquot’in National Government
Yuneŝit’in
Two tunnel greenhouses in
S. Black has contacts:
operation, hired a KPU graduate as Chief Russel Myers Ross;
Manager
Dan Vechter, Greenhouse
Manager
?Esdilagh
Revitalizing alfalfa fields
Erin Durrell has consulted
Ranching Operation
with them on the ranching
operation; could introduce.
North Shushwap Tribal Council
Stswecem’cXgat’tem
Goats, targeted weed management D. Zirnhelt and G. Watt
working as advisors.
Market garden
S. Black in contact with Freya
Kellett, Agriculture Manager
Williams Lake Indian Band
Canim Lake Indian Band
Xats’ull
Southern Dãkelh Nation Alliance
LhatkoDené Nation

Independent
Esk’etemc

150 Mile Ranch
Hemp Production (CBD oil)
Land-based fish farm
Indigenous 4H Club
Native plant seed production

S. Black has contacts:
Rhonda Leech
N. Pressey to provide
introduction.
N. Pressey to provide
introduction.

Food security interests
Potential community garden
Has a greenhouse frame on site

N. Pressey to provide
introduction.

Fire recovery, including grassland
restoration.

S. Black has contact: Gord
Chipman, who is the contact
for forestry/wildfire planning.

Outreach Response Summary
The letter of introduction was e-mailed to the First Nation communities listed in Table 3 in early May
2019. Responses were received from the Williams Lake Indian Band and the Esk’etemc First Nations
within a week, and follow-up meetings were coordinated (please see summaries below). Canim Lake
Indian Band’s contact responded with the names of more appropriate contact points; these new
contacts indicated that outreach to the North Shushwap Tribal Council would be preferred, rather than
coordinating with Canim Lake Indian Band directly.
No responses were received from ?Esdilagh, Stswecem’cXgat’tem, Xats’ull, or Yunesitin First Nations; no
responses were received to follow-up e-mails that were sent in June. The contact information used for
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Lhtako Dene were unsuccessful (e-mails were non-deliverable), and updated contact information is
required.
Williams Lake Indian Band
An in-person meeting was organized in June 2019 with Rhonda Leech (Senior Lands, Infrastructure
and Capital Manager), who has attended past CARA activities. The Williams Lake Indian Band is
active in agriculture in the region; they own 150 Mile Ranch and have an aquaponics trial project on
leased land. The list of priority research needs resonated with Ms. Leech, though the greatest current
challenge for their operation is around wildfire recovery; the 150 Mile Ranch lost cattle during the
2017 wildfire and had a significant loss of feed. Therefore, any projects that can increase feed
(including issues surrounding drought and water retention) would be of interest to the Williams Lake
Indian Band. Ms. Leech agreed to formally sit as a Steering Committee member on CARA, and would
coordinate with their Ranch Manager on the topics of interest.
Esk’etemc First Nations
CARA Coordinator, along with Kristy Palmantier (Indigenous Agriculture Development Officer) and Katie
Galliazzo (Resource Development Agrologist, Ministry of Agriculture), organized a visit to the Esk’etemc
First Nation community in early July 2019, and met with Gord Chipman (Manager, Alkali Resource
Management Ltd. (ARM)) and Councillor Francis Johnson Jr. A detailed overview of current initiatives
and challenges within the Esk’etemc First Nation community was discussed, including the recent
challenges of sawmill closures that are impacting business for ARM. The objective of the community is
to build capacity to manage the lands as a whole.
Current and future opportunities for the Esk’etemc First Nations were discussed in detail throughout the
meeting. There is an Echo Valley Grassland Management Project in place, with more than 20 people
being trained in prescribed burning techniques. There is significant interest in working with Universities
and researchers to gain a better understanding of the burn cycling, measuring plant species response
over future years. The project is focused in how to increase forage availability and link indigenous
knowledge with Western science.
Other topics discussed including developing capacity for Agri-Tourism (e.g. cultural retreat, trial riding,
Tiny Home B&B’s, etc.), establishing a tree seed orchard for Class B seeds, feasibility of developing
Wycotte Flats for a horticulture venture (specific interest in tree-fruits), and collaboration in fuel
management strategies around their community. Esk’etemc has an updated Economic Development
Plan that includes development of agricultural objectives and values that would be an asset moving
forward. It was noted that in order for projects to be pursued, additional capacity is required to enable
the community to develop (e.g. project development should include a budget to hire a local
collaborator).
Southern Cariboo and New Entrants
As a regionally focused organization, CARA aims to ensure that producers across the entire Cariboo
Regional District provide input into the organizations’ activities. CARA also aims to support new entrants
9

in agriculture, through knowledge transfer and building connections with experienced producers.
Therefore, these two groups were identified as stakeholders that required additional engagement.
Southern Cariboo
Previously, CARA aimed to coordinate with the South Cariboo Agri-Culture Enterprise Centre Society and
offered to have a representative on the Steering Committee. Unfortunately, the society has been
disbanded. More recently, the South Cariboo Cattlemen’s Association was re-established and identified
as a point of contact for CARA communications.
A short presentation on CARA and the Regional Adaptation Research Strategic Plan Project was made to
the Southern Cariboo Cattlemen’s Association (SCCA) on February 4, 2019. CARA brochures were
distributed to the group, and five producers signed up for CARA’s mailing list. It was established that the
secretary of the SCCA would also be placed on the mailing list, and ensure to pass along updates and
information to their membership regarding CARA in the future.
New Entrants
Simultaneous to the start of the engagement process, the Young Agrarians (YA, a non-profit organization
for new and young farmers that coordinates networking events) announced that it was expanding their
programming to the central and northern interior of B.C. Therefore, YA was approached to collaborate
activities in the winter of 2019, rather than coordinating a separate engagement event.
A presentation on CARA was made at the Young Agrarian Mixer, hosted in Williams Lake on February 910, 2019. Each participant (eight in total) was provided with a CARA brochure and twelve producers
signed-up for CARA’s mailing list over the weekend. Participants filled out a survey providing early
feedback on their research and extension needs, and also engaged with a dot-plot survey to vote on
which topics were of specific interest for research and extension activities. The YA Central Coordinator,
Robin Hunt, was excited about the potential to collaborate on future events, and agreed to send an
electronic survey out to YA Mixer participants (results of both surveys are included below).

Survey Results
An online survey (Appendix 4) was developed as an engagement tool for each under-represented
stakeholders group to contribute to the Regional Adaptation Research Strategic Plan and provide
feedback to the Top 10 Priority List. Each group was provided a unique link, in order to track the number
of respondents. A total of 18 surveys were completed: twelve from New Entrants, two from First
Nations and three from the South Cariboo1. Of the responses received, nine raised livestock, six were
involved in horticulture (vegetable, fruit or greenhouse), two had apiaries and three grew forage or hay
crops. In addition to the online responses, eight additional surveys were completed by New Entrants
that participated in the Young Agrarian Mixer in February 2019.
Six respondents listed Specialty Crop Trials, Horticultural Crop Diversification Trials as one of their top
three choices for projects moving forward, and four chose Long-term Forage Species Trials. This
1

Three of the New Entrant survey respondents indicated in their feedback that they were located in the South
Cariboo, which increases the engagement from that group.
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indicates that the top two priorities identified using the evaluation matrix resonated well with the
under-represented stakeholders who participated in the survey. The other topics that scored high
include Organic/Non-chemical Methods for Weed Control in Perennial Crops (five votes) and Enhancing
Natural Water Retention Capacity (four votes). Each priority listed received at least one vote as a ‘Top 3’
choice. Other research questions and priorities that were contributed through the survey process
include:







The use of mustard greens as a sulphur-accumulating crop to increase soil health and reduce
orange hawkweed pressure.
The impacts of using plastic tarps or row cover used as organic weed control on soil health.
How to start the process of Silvopasture on private land.
Local examples of cover cropping techniques in forage and hay fields.
Best practices for no-till pasture rejuvenation and how to build soil organic matter.
Low cost water storage systems.

Survey respondents chose multiple extension activities and materials as being relevant; workshops were
preferred by eight respondents, Field Days and Webinars preferred by six respondents, and Fact Sheets
receiving four votes.

Engagement Conclusions and Next Steps
A more in-depth engagement project is required to develop meaningful relationships with the underengaged stakeholder groups, and specifically to adequately coordinate with First Nations and develop
agriculture research and extension initiatives that are relevant to existing community strategic plans. In
addition, it should be noted that email contact is not preferred; the ability to connect over the phone or
in person would likely result in a higher level of engagement. While the meetings and discussions from
this project were a strong first step, more resources are required to continue the relationships
established with the Williams Lake Indian Band and the Esk’etemc First Nations in order to actualize
project development opportunities (e.g. coordinate additional outreach activities such as focus groups,
community meetings, etc.). Additional follow-up and engagement are required with the other nations
that were contacted during this project, but meetings were unable to be organized in 2018-2019.
It is expected that as the Regional Adaptation Research Strategic Plan is implemented and research
initiatives begin to materialize, there will be more opportunities for producers to network and engage
with CARA. Still, for CARA to actualize the objective of being a hub of research and extension, funding is
required to develop extension programming that would provide additional resources and activities
throughout the region for producers. An extension program that is coordinated and implemented in
conjunction with the Regional Adaptation Research Strategic Plan would facilitate more in-depth
engagement with the existing memberships of CARA as well as the under-represented stakeholders.
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Agricultural Research Gap Analysis
An initial Top 10 Research Priorities were determined through an in-depth literature review process, and
outreach to CARA members. Any of the needs expressed that related to policy, socio-economic issues, or
needs that were not tied to specific research questions (e.g. installation of weather network,
establishing monitoring systems, etc.) were filtered out of the list. These issues, however, may be
partially or fully addressed in the process of a prioritized research project (e.g. weather stations may
need to be installed in order to conduct research, but is itself not research). While some topics had
specific research questions identified, many of the needs articulated in prior planning initiatives were
general in scope, and additional work is required to identify specific research gaps in those areas.
The CARA Adaptation Research Strategic Plan outlines the methods and results of this process. The
highest ranked research need (Priority 1) identified was Long-term Forage Species and Variety Trials, and
the second highest ranked need (Priority 2) was Specialty Crop Trials, Horticultural Crop Diversification
Trials. The top two priorities also aligned with the interests of the under-engaged stakeholders of CARA
as currently expressed during engagement activities.

Focus Groups
Focus Groups were coordinated for the top two priorities in order to develop a clear direction and
develop a proposed project outline for each topic. The CARA Scientific Advisory Committee (SAC) was
consulted to develop the structure for each Focus Group, and to ensure that all necessary feedback and
data is collected during the Focus Group; the format was approved by the CARA Steering Committee.
Table 5 outlines the structural format of the focus groups that were implemented in October 2019.
Stakeholders invited to participate in each of the Focus Groups are provided in Appendix 5.
Table 5. Focus Group Structural Format
Welcome and Introductions

15 minutes

Background Presentation – How did we get here?

25 minutes

Breakout Groups

120 minutes

Participants were invited to choose one topic to focus on for project development.
The groups were given a series of questions and 25 minutes to discuss, and then
each group reported out.
There were four rounds of different questions, which included:








Are there species or varieties of interest to test?
What site preparation, seeding techniques or other operational
treatments (e.g. irrigation, fertilizer) that should be investigated as part
of the trial?
Is there any specialized equipment needed to complete this trial?
Which locations, sub-regions will this trial serve?
Are there specific locations suitable to implement this research?
What are the climate adaptation benefits of this research?
What co-benefits (e.g. water conservation, soil quality) could be
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recognized with this trial work?
Are there other important research questions (not limited to adaptation
research trials) that could be layered on top of this trial?

Wrap Up Discussion, Voting and Summary of Next Steps

20 minutes

Focus Group Results
Of the 26 invites to the focus group for Long-term Forage Species and Variety Trials, 13 individuals
participated (eight of which were producers or industry representatives). The focus group for Specialty
Crop and Horticulture Diversification Trials had 10 individuals participate of the 22 invitees (four of
which were producers or industry representatives, and three represented academic institutions).
Detailed notes of each group’s discussion were transcribed, and will be kept on file by the CARA
Coordinator. As capacity to develop new projects increases, these documents can provide a baseline
framework for project development in the future.
Long-term Forage Species and Variety Trial
Three main topics were identified as options for project development, including 1) alternate annual
forage crops (e.g. forage brassicas), 2) forage species and varieties for pasture rejuvenation, and 3)
native grass or forb species for pasture or rangeland. There was an even split of participation between
the second two topics, while one producer championed the topic of alternative annual forage crops.
At the end of the Focus Group’s wrap up discussion, participants voted on which topic would be their
first and second choice to move forward (Table 6). A score card was used to evaluate the topics and
identify which should be chosen to be developed into a full proposal (Table 7), and recommended
proceeding with forming a research team and developing funding proposals to implement regional
adaptation research focused on trialing forage species mixtures to rejuvenate improved pastures in the
Cariboo. It was recommended that the research include operational treatments investigating the effects
of pre-seeding, mechanical site preparation (‘brushing’) to control tree or shrub ingress, and controlled
livestock grazing impacts pre- and post-seeding. Additionally, it was suggested that the research should
include measures of the impacts of the treatments on soil carbon and above-ground woody vegetation
(i.e. trees, shrubs, coarse woody debris) as a proxy for the impacts on wildfire hazard abatement.
Table 6. Focus Group voting results for first and second choice topics for the Long-term Forage Species
and Variety Trials.
1st Choice

2nd Choice

Annual Forages
Pasture Rejuvenation

1
10

6
1

Native Seed

1

4

13

Table 7. Score card results evaluating which forage topic to be developed into a full research proposal.
Variable
Annual
Pasture
Native Seed
Forages
Rejuvenation
Topic has tangible funding opportunities
3
3
3
Topic has sufficient focus to proceed with detailed
3
3
21
proposal development
Methods are practicable; key equipment and
3
3
3
infrastructure is attainable
Academic and support organization linkages
22
33
34
Regional applicability
25
3
3
Climate Adaptation and other co-benefits
3
3
3
Focus group consensus
2
3
1
Total (max. 21)
18
21
18
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Topic would benefit from a ‘needs’ analysis to short-list native forage species of interest and match species
selections to site conditions prior to developing research proposals.
Forage Council
Forage Council, TRU
TRU, UNBC
Annual forage cropping has no biophysical restrictions for deployment in all growing areas across the region,
but there is considerably higher producer preference for, and adoption of, perennial forage crops.

Specialty Crop Trials, Horticulture Diversification Trial
Three main topics were identified as options for project development, including 1) Specialty crop trials
(e.g. Rose hips, garlic, hemp, camelina, etc.), 2) Market garden diversification trials, and 3) controlled
environments (trials in greenhouses, tunnels, etc.). Most of the producers chose to participate in the
market garden diversification trials, and the rest of participants were split evenly between the second
two topics.
At the end of the Focus Group’s wrap up discussion, participants voted on which topic would be their
first and second choice to move forward (Table 8). A score card was used to evaluate the topics and
identify which should be chosen to be developed into a full proposal (Table 9), and it was recommended
proceeding with forming a research team and developing funding proposals to implement regional
adaptation research focused on trialing culinary herbs, salad vegetable production in a greenhouse
setting. He recommended that research be structured to trial these crops with no, or minimal,
supplement heating inputs (i.e. passively heated greenhouse production), and also include
documentation of potential for extending the growing season for these crops under greenhouse
production, relative to field conditions around the Cariboo. Though deemed not essential to the
successful outcome of this adaptation research, it was suggested that formal linkages to parallel
investigations into the value-added and/or reginal market opportunities for the greenhouse crops
trialed.
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Table 8. Focus Group voting results for first and second choice topics for Specialty Crop and
Horticulture Diversification Trials.
Specialty (Garlic)
Market Garden
Greenhouse

1st Choice
3
2
2

2nd Choice
2
3
0

Table 9. Score card results evaluating which Specialty Crop and Horticulture Diversification topic to be
developed into a full research proposal.
Variable
Garlic
Tunnel
Greenhouse
Topic has tangible funding opportunities
3
3
3
Topic has sufficient focus to proceed with detailed
3
21
3
proposal development
Methods are practicable; key equipment and
32
3
3
infrastructure is attainable
Academic and support organization linkages
23
14
35
6
Regional applicability
2
3
37
Climate Adaptation and other co-benefits
3
3
3
Focus group consensus
3
2
18
Total (max. 21)
19
17
199
1.

Topic would benefit from a ‘needs’ analysis to short-list either spring or fall vegetable crops of interest
and match species selections to regional market opportunities.
2. Some of the desired garlic seeding and harvesting equipment that was identified for this research area is
possibly difficult to obtain, but is not essential to completing research.
3. UNBC
4. No strong institutional linkages, but some potential to collaborate with CNC, TRU if willing partners can be
secured.
5. Direct support with infrastructure in place available at CNC (at two campuses).
6. Garlic is not highly suitable over significant agricultural areas of the region on clay-textured soils/poorly
drained soils.
7. Greenhouse production has potentially the widest regional applicability because it is not restricted by
sub-regional variations in soils or micro-climate, but it currently accounts for a small percentage of
regional production area, therefore limiting the short-term application of research results.
8. Neither of CNC’s staff advocating the development of greenhouse trials were able to attend the focus
group in person. This likely put the topic area at a disadvantage relative to the other by not allowing the
focus group to hear a full, robust discussion of the opportunities.
9. Garlic, as a specialty crop and greenhouse horticulture trials present equally strong opportunities for the
development of the additional research trials. Tiebreaker is given to the greenhouse trials on the basis of
strength of the academic institutional support. Research teams with strong college/university partners
have higher probability of successfully obtaining funding and in completing the research.

After determining the top two specific topic areas, research and project delivery teams were assembled,
focused on drafting detailed project plans, budgets and funding proposals. The forage trials group is
being led by Dr. Lauchlan Fraser of Thompson Rivers University with support from the BC Forage Council
for extension and stakeholder outreach. The horticultural trails group is being led by Sorin Pasca of the
College of New Caledonia.
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Appendix 1 – CARA Scientific Advisory Committee Draft Terms of
Reference

Cariboo Agricultural Research Alliance
Science Advisory Committee – Terms of Reference

Document Version:
Second Draft
March 27th 2019

Section 1: Overview
Alliance Background
The Cariboo Agricultural Research Alliance (CARA) is an umbrella organization, working with
industry associations, local organizations, government agencies, First Nation communities and
academic institutions. Officially launched in 2018, the idea of CARA evolved much earlier, out of a
strategy and complimentary action identified in 2013/2014 to “conduct local research to increase
resilience” and to “strengthen the capacity for a coordinated regional approach to agricultural
research”.
In 2013‐2014, the Cariboo Adaptation Strategies planning process brought together the Cariboo region’s
agricultural producers and local and provincial government partners to evaluate climate change impacts
on local agricultural production, and to develop strategies and actions to address the
associated challenges. A collaborative process to implement priority actions has been underway since
the spring of 2014. It was through this process that the need for coordinated local research and
extension in order to build resilience to climate change was identified and documented.
Climate change projections for more variability in conditions across the seasons will increase
the complexity of management for agriculture.
Local research, including evaluation of
technologies, practices and production systems, will support producers with managing through a
range of potential conditions. Adjusting existing practices and exploring alternative practices may
bolster resilience but requires piloting, evaluation and demonstration in the Cariboo context. While a
number of agricultural research projects have been undertaken in the Cariboo in recent years –
and this research could contribute to adaptation – future research requires stronger linkages
between research and industry priorities and broad and effective communication of research results.
Completed in June of 2017, the Cariboo Regional Agriculture Research Alliance/Organization
project resulted in a model for a sustainable regional research Alliance to engage the Cariboo
region’s entire agriculture sector and partners in agricultural research. This project brought key
groups together to identify their priorities and potential roles and contributions. This project also
compiled and organized existing Cariboo-focused information and research. The model that has been
identified as the best fit for the Cariboo region is a university or college led and producer-directed
Alliance model.
Local engagement through the Cariboo Regional Agriculture Research Alliance/Organization
project consisted of two workshops, a series of four community meetings and one-on-one meetings
with key individuals in the region. In total, participants from 32 organizations expressed interest
in being involved. The project successfully engaged local organizations and created enthusiasm for the
Alliance, identified a promising model and consolidated existing research. A final report and report
summary were produced that define the proposed Alliance model in detail including a vision, objectives,
a budget, and near-term next steps.
Alliance Vision
The Cariboo Agriculture Research Alliance will be seen as the steward of Cariboo applied
agriculture research, providing access to research outputs, helping to set regional priorities,
and providing

http://cariboo-agricultural-research.ca
info@cariboo-agricultural-research.ca
(250) 564-4115 ext233
coordination for programs and projects which are important, on behalf of ranchers, farmers and other
agricultural user groups.
Alliance Objectives
The CARA has outlined five over-arching objectives:








Provide leadership on applied research
problems and access to local and new
knowledge;
Provide extension and technology transfer
opportunities;
Use technology infrastructure solutions and
tools (free and purchased) to allow open
access;
Manage, steward and provide access to
Cariboo applied research reports and data;
Provide the Cariboo region’s farmers and
ranchers with benefits and opportunities to
grow and sustain their operations.

CARA Structure
The role of a Science Advisory Committee (SAC) is to
advise the CARA Steering Committee (SC) (Table 1.0) on the quality, direction and scope of CARA’s
programing, and to review its achievements in light of its objectives. The SAC will provide input into
CARA’s research priorities (e.g. through review of the Regional Applied Strategic Plan), and through
review (and possibly participation in) research project proposals or research implementation.
Table 1.0 Member organizations represented on the Steering Committee of the Cariboo Agricultural
Research Alliance, and their 2019 representative.
Member Organizations
Representative(s)
District H Farmers’ Institute
Rob Borsato
Cariboo Cattlemen’s Association
Cordy Cox, David Zirnhelt, Angela Abraho
Kersley Farmers’ Institute
Lynda Atkinson
Cariboo-Central Interior Poultry Producers Association
Wylie Bystedt
BC Forage Council
Sheri Schweb
BC Sheep Federation
Sheri Schweb
FARMED
Lori Fogarty
BC Ministry of Agriculture
Nicole Pressey
Cariboo Regional District
Angie Delainey
BC Agriculture and Food Climate Action Initiative
Samantha Charlton, Emily MacNair
Thompson Rivers University
Gillian Watt
University of Northern BC
Mark Barnes
College of New Caledonia
Sorin Pasca
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Section 2: Science Advisory Committee
Proposed SAC Structure
The SAC is chaired by a member of the Steering Committee, and its membership is determined by the
Steering Committee in consultation with the SAC Chair. To begin, representation from the following
CARA partners is suggested:





1 representative from each of 3-4 industry associations
1 representative from each Thompson Rivers’ University, the College of New Caledonia, and the
University of Northern BC (*faculty representation preferred)
1 representative from the BC Food and Agriculture Climate Action Initiative
1 representative from the BC Agricultural Climate Adaptation Research Network

The CARA Coordinator will help facilitate the logistics of the SAC, supporting the Chair as required,
keeping minutes from meetings, and coordinate communication between SAC and the SC.
In the future, there is interest to expand the SAC membership to include representation from other
research institutions throughout the province, and link directly to federal and inter-national researchers
and organizations to help answer the identified research topics.
Roles and Responsibilities of the CARA SAC
SAC members are requested to commit to a 2-year time period, with the option of renewal once a term
is completed. It is expected that the SAC will meet four times a year for 1-2hour long meetings. One
meeting per year will be in-person, with the other three to be completed through teleconference calls.
The Terms of Reference for the SAC will be reviewed and adjusted every five years.
The SAC is an expert committee that has the role of reviewing research project proposals to ensure both
the relevance and applicability of the project, and that appropriate scientific methods and procedures
are followed.
The short-term/immediate responsibilities of SAC members include:



Advise on strategic direction: members will review the draft Applied Adaptation Research
Strategic Plan, and provide feedback and direction as required.
Review project proposals: members will review project proposals developed and provide
feedback/advise, drawing on their expertise and experience as required (and seeking outside
expertise if required). Advice will include aiding the development of research teams for the
projects, as required.

Appendix 2 – Letter of Invitation to CARA Scientific Advisory Committee
Serena Black, CARA Coordinator
sblack@industrialforesry.ca
250-564-4115 loc233
[Name, Title]
[Organization]
[Address]
April xx, 2019
Re: Cariboo Agricultural Research Alliance Scientific Advisory Committee

Dear [name],
The Cariboo Agricultural Research Alliance (CARA) is an umbrella organization, working with industry
associations, local organizations, government agencies, First Nations communities and academic
institutions. CARA was developed to provide farmers and ranchers with access to research results, to
help set regional applied research priorities and to provide coordination for programs and projects
which are important to multiple commodity sectors.
CARA was launched in February 2018 and is currently working on developing an Applied Adaptation
Research Strategic Plan. We are seeking a representative from [organization] to join CARA’s Scientific
Advisory Committee. The role of a Science Advisory Committee (SAC) is to advise the CARA Steering
Committee (SC) on the quality, direction and scope of CARA’s programing, and to review its
achievements in light of its objectives. The SAC will provide input into CARA’s research priorities (e.g.
through review of the Regional Applied Strategic Plan), and through review (and possibly participation
in) research project proposals or research implementation.
The SAC’s draft Terms of Reference is attached to this letter for your review. If you require any further
information, I would be happy to organize a phone or in-person meeting to discuss the opportunity
further. We hope to have the first SAC meeting in April or May 2019.
Sincerely,

Serena Black, CARA Coordinator

Appendix 3 – Letter Requesting First Nation Engagement
Note: Individual letters were adapted to include details regarding any past communication or contact
that had been made by CARA in the past with that community.
Date
[Name, Title]
[Nation]
[Address]
Re: Seeking First Nations Engagement in Cariboo Agricultural Research Alliance (CARA)
Dear [Name],
The Cariboo Agricultural Research Alliance (CARA) is a newly-formed collaborative initiative, seeking to
provide applied agriculture research and extension programming throughout the Cariboo Region.
Launched in February 2018, the CARA Steering Committee currently has representation from a crosssection of regional and provincial producer associations, regional and provincial government, and
regional post-secondary institutions. Extensive community engagement was conducted during the initial
stages of developing CARA, with more than 50 community groups participating, 14% of which were
representatives from regional First Nation communities. [Name of anyone previously connected with
before within their community]
The initial work on the initiative was wide reaching, although some stakeholder groups are still lacking
official representation, including regional First Nations communities. We are currently working on
developing an Applied Adaptation Research Strategic Plan, to be completed by October 2019. As such,
the engagement of First Nations stakeholders is a priority for CARA, to ensure that the strategic plan
includes the needs and priorities of all those engaged in agricultural activities.
We are seeking an opportunity to talk to a representative of [name of nation], over the phone or inperson, so that we can provide more information about CARA and discuss opportunities for [name of
nation] to engage with CARA formally (e.g. Steering Committee representation) and informally (e.g. email notification and updates on CARA activities and offerings). If preferred, we would be happy to send
along a short summary and background on CARA prior to the meeting.
As CARA’s coordinator, I look forward to hearing from you, and scheduling a time for us to discuss the
initiative more.
Sincerely,
Serena Black, A.Ag., M.Sc., B.J.
CARA Co-ordinator

http://cariboo-agricultural-research.ca
info@cariboo-agricultural-research.ca
(250) 564-4115 ext233

Appendix 4 - Online Engagement Survey
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Research Needs
The Cariboo Agriculture Research Alliance (CARA) is developing a regional Adaptation Research
Strategic Plan. The plan will outline research needs, and we're looking for additional feedback from New
Entrants in the Cariboo Region as to their research (and extension) needs.
This is an informal, voluntary survey in which no compensation will be given. All data is anonymous, and
will only be shared as part of a summary.
Questions can be directed to Serena Black, CARA Coordinator, at sblack@industrialforestry.ca

1. What do you grow/raise (or would like to)? Check all that apply
Check all that apply.
Livestock - Cattle, lamb and/or goat
Livestock - Swine and/or poultry
Horticultural Crops (including Greenhouse Crops)
Apiary (Bees)
Forage/Hay
Other:
2. Of the following potential research projects, which are your top 3 choices? (listed below in
alphabetical order)
Mark only one oval per row.
First Choice
Collaborative wildfire fuel
management strategies
Enhancing natural water retention
capacity
Grazing systems to increase soil
carbon
Land-use impacts of beetle-kill
and wildfire on soil and watershed
Long-term forage species and
variety trials
Pest management trials on
regionally adapted biocontrols
Nutrient management in perennial
crops in sensitive farm areas
Organic/non-chemical methods for
weed control in perennial crops
Silvopasture - relationship with
understory production and
overstory density
Specialty crop trials, horticultural
crop diversification trials

Second Choice

Third Choice

3. Do you have any research needs or ideas, not identified above?

4. Do you have any topics where you are looking for more resources (extension materials and/or
activities)?

5. What type of extension do you prefer? (Check all that apply)
Check all that apply.
Field Days
Workshops
Fact Sheets
Webinars
Other:

Powered by

Appendix 5 – Stakeholders Invited to Focus Group Sessions
Invitation to Participate in Focus Group: Long-term Forage Crop and Variety Trials
Name
Association
Category
Samantha Charlton
BC Food and Ag Climate Action Initiative
Organizer
Producer
Corky Tucker
BC Forage Council
Association
Producer
David Clarke
BC Forage Council
Association
David Zirnhelt
CARA, Chair
CARA
Gillian Watt
TRU Sustainable Ranching
CARA
Ty and Ingrid
Onward Mission Ranch
Producer
Johnson
Rainer Krumsiek
Producer
Big Bear Ranch
John Wells
Hungry Valley Ranch
Producer
Sheep Federation/Cariboo Sheep
Producer
Mike Doherty
Breeders
Association
Dr. Lauchlan Fraser
TRU
Researcher
Rhonda Leech
Williams Lake Indian Band
First Nations
Gord Chipman
Esk'etemc
First Nations
Andy Jacobsen
Chilcotin Rancher; Workshop Contact
Producer
San Jose Cattle Company
Producer
Clint Thompson
Duncan Barnett
Producer
Producer
Grant/Ty Huffman
Russel Myers
Yunesit'in
First Nations
Cordy Cox
Cariboo Cattlemen's Association
CARA
Angela Abrahao
Cariboo Cattlemen's Association
CARA
Producer
Diane Wood
South Cariboo Cattlemen's Association
Association
Robyn Burt
Dragon View Angus
Producer
Holley Yorston
Australian Ranch Ltd
Producer
Erin Kishkan
Pinnacle View Limousin
Producer
Joanne Taylor
UBC Okanagan
Researcher
Shawn Weibe
Tsilhqot'in National Government
First Nations
Daryl Johnny
?Esdilagh
First Nations

http://cariboo-agricultural-research.ca
info@cariboo-agricultural-research.ca
(250) 564-4115 ext233
Invitation to Participate in Focus Group:
Specialty Crop and Horticulture Diversification Trials
Name
Association
Category
Samantha Charlton
BC Food and Ag Climate Action Initiative Organizer
Producer
Rob Borsato
Kersley Farmers' Institute
Association
Jennifer Catherall
College of New Caledonia
Researcher
Steve Storch
College of New Caledonia
Researcher
Chris Opio
UNBC
Researcher
Paul Zeegers
North Star House Farm
Producer
Robin Hunt
Big Rock Ranch
Producer
Kate and Elliot
Beds to Bowls (New Entrants)
Producer
Rhonda Leech
Williams Lake Indian Band
First Nations
Gord Chipman
Esk'etemc
First Nations
Chrisa Pooley
Producer
Gillian Watt
TRU Sustainable Ranching
CARA
Ross Myers
Yunesit'in
First Nations
Megan Dark
Producer
Mike and Stephanie
Slow Train Farm
Producer
Randy Thompson
Odd Ball Organics: Garlic
Producer
Brianna Van de
Puddle Produce
Producer
Wijngaard
Joanne Taylor
UBC Okanagan
Researcher
Lawrence Curry
Edgewood Farm
Producer
Producer
Lester Barkman
Cariboo Valley Farm
Producer
Roy Josephy
ADAC /horticulture/Richbar Nursery
Daryl Johnny
First Nations
?Esdilagh
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